Business can be
unpredictable.
Your pickup options
shouldn’t be.
Everyone appreciates
the comfort of a little
predictability in an
otherwise hectic
workday. That’s why
our comprehensive
suite of pickup options
is designed to work
the way you work.
Flexibly, efficiently
and economically.

Choose the pickup option that
fits your business, and help reduce
CO2 emissions, too.
Start with UPS Smart Pickup® which gives you the dependability of a scheduled pickup
time at a low weekly rate, but only when you need it. This eliminates unnecessary trips
on days you don’t have a pickup, saving fuel and reducing carbon emissions. No other
carrier can say that.
Plus our one-driver advantage means your ground, air and international packages are
all picked up at the same time. More convenient for you, fewer trips for us, which means
less fuel consumption. And that’s good for everyone.

For more information visit
ups.com/pickupoptions

UPS Smart Pickup® **

Process your shipment through
a UPS shipping system before a
designated notification time and
a UPS driver will automatically
pick it up.*

Best for businesses that may
not ship every day but still want
the convenience of a scheduled
pickup. An efficient option that
provides great value, because
you only get pickups when
you need them.

$11.85 per week

Day-Specific Pickup**

Pre-select from 1 to 4 specific
business days each week you’d
like a UPS driver to pick up
your shipments.

Best for businesses that ship
only on specific days.

Weekly Billing Less Than $75
$11.85 per week for 1-2 days
$17.10 per week for 3 days
$23.80 per week for 4 days
Weekly Billing of $75 or More
$11.85 per week for 1-3 days
$11.90 per week for 4 days

Daily On-Route Pickup

Even if you’re not receiving any
packages, a UPS driver will still
make a pickup at your location
every business day while making
deliveries in your area.

Best for businesses that
want the convenience of an
automatic daily pickup, but can
be flexible on pickup times.

Weekly Billing Less Than $75
$23.80 per week
Weekly Billing of $75 or More
$11.90 per week

Daily Pickup**

Your shipments are automatically
picked up each business day, as
scheduled, by a UPS driver.

Best for businesses that
ship every day and need the
convenience of a scheduled
daily pickup.

Weekly Billing Less Than $75
$25.80 per week
Weekly Billing of $75 or More
$12.90 per week

UPS On-Call Pickup®

Schedule a shipment pickup on
the same day, or a future day.
No matter how many packages
you have, fees are only applied
once per pickup request.

Ideal for customers who
ship occasionally, and
appreciate the convenience
of an on-demand pickup.

$6.90 for same-day request
$5.80 for future-day request
Residential and area surcharges may apply.

* Packages must be processed using Worldship®, UPS Internet Shipping or UPS CampusShip®.
** Customers who select this Scheduled Pickup Option receive one UPS On-Call Pickup of Air or International packages per day at no extra charge for shipments tendered
after their Scheduled Pickup time. (For Day-Specific Pickup, the total number of free UPS On-Call Pickups for the week will not exceed the number of selected pickup days.)
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